Term 2 has flown by very quickly. I wish all students a relaxing Term 2 break. Term 3 will commence on Monday, 11th July, 2016.

I encourage all families to involve our students in discussions of local, national and world events. This is an excellent way of promoting opportunities for engagement in social discussions amongst friends, at school and in the community.

Three prominent events that are approaching are our Federal Election on 2nd July. The start of the Tour de France on 2nd July and the Olympic Games in Rio commencing on 5th August, 2016. Best wishes!

JOHN MOONEY
Principal

PLEASE NOTE—WEDNESDAY MORNING IS HOUSES AND FRIDAY MORNING IS ASSEMBLY

BOTH ARE HELD AT THE JNR/SNR CAMPUS
1430 HEATHERTON ROAD, DANDENONG
Value of The Fortnight

We will be studying the value, **Kindness**, during the month of July.

Kindness is the most powerful agent in changing our world for the better.

If everyone showed each other some kindness each day then there would be no wars, terrorism or sadness. In fact kindness can eliminate all of the world’s evils if we all get on board.

Kindness is demonstrated every time you do something nice for another person without waiting for them to return the favour.

It does not need to cost us anything, Kindness can be a small gesture that helps brighten up somebody’s day. As Mother Teresa once said:

> “Three things in Human Life Are important; The first is to be kind. The second is to be kind. The third is to be kind.”
> ~Mother Teresa

DIANNE WRIGHT
Campus Principal

Love and kindness are never wasted. They always make a difference. They bless the one who receives them, and they bless you, the giver.

~Unknown 16quotes.com
JUNIOR SCHOOL STUDENTS OF THE TERM

JSA  YASSIR M
For his great work in ‘Literacy’ and ‘Numeracy’.

JSB  JOSEPH P
For showing great maturity in JSB.

JSC  BRODIE J
For being an excellent role mode.

JSD  NOAH H
For working more independently and always being polite and showing good manners.

JSE  SAHA D
For his terrific progress in ‘Numeracy’ and ‘Literacy’.

JSF  CHRISSIE M
For always being a wonderful student.

JSG  CATHERINE D
For making great improvement in ‘Literacy’ and ‘Numeracy’.

JSH  RA DWE YA S
For always working hard and having lovely manners.

JSI  SAMANTHA C
For her terrific efforts and attitude towards all of her learning.

JSJ  GARETH R
For being consistently well behaved across the year.

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

Mrs Searle  DANIELLE M
For being a kind and helpful student.

Mr Bowen  MATT V
For being an enthusiastic learner.

Mr Stokes  KAC K
For showing kindness to others.

Miss Murphy  MOHAMMAD A
For always working quietly and conscientiously in class.

Ms Ryan  NABIL A
For improvement on not getting distracted in class.

Ms Yearwood  JOSH T
For excellent behaviour on the IMAX Excursion and for the CRT.

Mrs Slusher  JOSH J
For being really kind.

Mr Marczenko  RHIANNA M-T
For her fantastic work during her weekend writing.

ESO Award  ADEM A
For using his spare / free time productively.
One of our very dedicated staff members, Jess White, is getting married in the holidays to Adam, her special man.

On behalf of the Emerson School Community we wish them all the best for their Wedding day. May they have many years of happiness and health ahead of them.